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Matilda
When Matilda's father retires due to ill health, the
family's new life in Much Winterlow falls into reduced
circumstances. To make ends meet, Matilda applies to be
Dr. Henry Lovell's receptionist. She does her best to
ignore the instant attraction she feels for him. It
wouldn't do to dream of marrying the boss—especially
when Henry is already engaged to the haughty Lucilla.
But Matilda still thinks she'd suit Henry better…and it
looks like he might agree!
The books that we choose to keep -- let alone read -- can
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say a lot about who we are and how we see ourselves. In
My Ideal Bookshelf, dozens of leading cultural figures
share the books that matter to them most; books that
define their dreams and ambitions and in many cases
helped them find their way in the world. Contributors
include Malcolm Gladwell, Thomas Keller, Michael
Chabon, Alice Waters, James Patterson, Maira Kalman,
Judd Apatow, Chuck Klosterman, Miranda July, Alex
Ross, Nancy Pearl, David Chang, Patti Smith, Jennifer
Egan, and Dave Eggers, among many others. With
colorful and endearingly hand-rendered images of book
spines by Jane Mount, and first-person commentary
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from all the contributors, this is a perfect gift for avid
readers, writers, and all who have known the influence
of a great book.
In this State Standards-aligned Literature Kit™, we
divide the novel by chapters or sections and feature
reading comprehension and vocabulary questions. In
every chapter, we include Before You Read and After
You Read questions. The Before You Read activities
prepare students for reading by setting a purpose for
reading. They stimulate background knowledge and
experience, and guide students to make connections
between what they know and what they will learn. The
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After You Read activities check students' comprehension
and extend their learning. Students are asked to give
thoughtful consideration of the text through creative and
evaluative short-answer questions and journal prompts.
Also included are writing tasks, graphic organizers,
comprehension quiz, test prep, word search, and
crossword to further develop students' critical thinking
and writing skills, and analysis of the text. About the
Novel: Matilda is the charming story of a very unusual
little girl, Matilda, who despite having two very horrible
parents, learns how to read by the age of three. There
are many other things about Matilda that are very
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special. She can solve arithmetic problems very quickly
in her head, and she can move things about with the
power of thought. Despite all of this she is a most
pleasant little girl who is well liked by her classmates
and by her wonderful teacher, Miss Honey. Matilda
discovers the headmistress of the school, Miss
Trunchbull, is actually Miss Honey‘s aunt and has
cheated her out of her inheritance. Matilda sets her
mind to work, and in the end Miss Honey recovers her
stolen inheritance and adopts Matilda. All of our content
is aligned to your State Standards and are written to
Bloom's Taxonomy.
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The relationship between Miss Honey and Matilda
represents balance. Short answer questions leading up to
longer one sentence, paragraph and extended response.
Explore the relationship between Matilda and Miss
Honey from Miss Honey's perspective.
MATILDA'S WEDDING
Matilda's Wedding
Matilda, Charlie and the Chocolate Factory
A Study in Medieval Queenship
A life of Matilda—empress, skilled military leader, and one of
the greatest figures of the English Middle Ages Matilda was a
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daughter, wife, and mother. But she was also empress, heir to
the English crown—the first woman ever to hold the
position—and an able military general. This new biography
explores Matilda’s achievements as military and political
leader, and sets her life and career in full context. Catherine
Hanley provides fresh insight into Matilda's campaign to claim
the title of queen, her approach to allied kingdoms and rival
rulers, and her role in the succession crisis. Hanley highlights
how Matilda fought for the throne, and argues that although
she never sat on it herself her reward was to see her son become
king. Extraordinarily, her line has continued through every
single monarch of England or Britain from that time to the
present day.
The Gospels ofMatilda, Countess ofTuscany, is a manuscript
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written and illuminated in Northern Italy toward the end ofthe
eleventh century. A credible fourteenth century document states
that it was presented by the Countess to the Benedictine
monastery of Polirone, near Mantua. In the manuscript's
pictorial cycle, the Cleansing of the Temple and the scenes
related to it are iconographically extra ordinary. An
understanding of them must begin with a study of their
ideological sources, closely related historicfigures, Medieval
writers who employed the figure ofthe Cleansing ofthe Temple,
and the political-social movement ofthe Patarines. Then the
Matilda Gospels' illuminations will stand revealed as the key
artistic expression of the Gregorian Reform and as a prime
document of some of the most important events and ideas ofthe
Middle Ages. II. ART AND THE REFORM OF THE
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ELEVENTH CENTURY Church reform in the eleventh
century was a heroic engage ment. Norman Cantor calls it one
of the four great «world revolutions» of Western history.! The
authority of the papacy,
theindependenceofthechurch,andtheveryleadershipofMedie val
society were its mortally contested issues critical both to history
and to political theory.2 Gregory VII and Matilda of Tuscany
were but two of the vivid personalities among its partisans. But
in the history ofart the struggle has been nearly invisible.
Matilda Paige is a plain girl working a simple job, helping
resident doctor Henry Lowell heal the people of Somerset
County. She has to split her time between her quiet boss, her
ailing dad and a mother who wants to return to her former
glory. While the job isn’t particularly hard, Matilda just can’t
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figure out Henry. On top of everything his fianc?e, Lucia, is
aloof and disparaging, hiding a mean soul under a beautiful
face. Matilda may have a crush on her boss, but can she heal his
heart and show him that a little warmth might be just what the
doctor ordered?
Nurse Matilda arrives at the home of the Brown family to help
care for their many mischievous and adventurous children.
A Bunny Ballet Story
Princess Matilda
Matilda - Literature Kit Gr. 3-4
Aunt Matilda's Almost-boring Party
Queen of the Conqueror
Into the fascinating, pungent setting of Blood and Bone Alley, home of
leech, barber-surgeon, and apothecary, comes Matilda, raised by a
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priest to disdain worldly affairs and focus on spiritual matters. To
Matilda's dismay, her work will not involve Latin or writing, but
practical tasks: lighting the fire, going to market, mixing plasters and
poultices, and helping Peg treat patients. She is appalled by the
worldliness of her new surroundings, and the sharp-tongued saints she
turns to for advice are no help at all. Filled with the witty dialogue
and richly authentic detail that Karen Cushman’s work is known for,
Matilda Bone is a compelling comic novel about a girl who learns to
see herself and others clearly, to laugh, and to live contentedly in this
world. Author’s note.
If you love Lesley Pearse, you're sure to fall for Tamara McKinley.
When tragedy strikes, Jenny craves a fresh start away from the
memories of her past. So when she unexpectedly inherits a sheep
station in the Australian Outback called Churinga, she welcomes the
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escape. But Churinga turns out to be a lonely place, where the weather
is extreme and the neighbours hostile. As Jenny fights to take control
of her new life, she discovers some surprising secrets about the station
itself and its enigmatic previous owner - the mysterious Matilda leading Jenny to wonder if inheriting the station has been a blessing or
a curse.
A study of Matilda of Scotland (wife to Henry I) and the political
acumen and personal skills she brought to the role of queen.
Am I a phenomenon? It is quite possible that you are. Reimagine
Dahl's beloved classic in this gorgeous, hand-lettered gift book perfect
for Matilda fans of all ages! Featuring the best and brightest lines
from Roald Dahl's magical story, this book displays the iconic quotes
in whimsical and artful calligraphy, while reminding readers to be,
first and foremost, outrageous! Highly illustrated, with quotes, lines,
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and passages from one of Roald Dahl's most beloved books, this gift
book presents a whole lot of big ideas from one precocious little girl.
Each spread features the most memorable lines from Matilda,
rendering them in gorgeous and whimsical calligraphy -- making this a
must-have for any Dahl collection!
Matilda & The Ramsay Bunch
The Adventures of Dolly the Dollar Bill
A Novel
The Reformist of Illuminations in the Gospels of Matilda, Countess of
Tuscany
Matilda in Scots

Inspired by the third series of hit CBBC
cookery show Matilda & The Ramsay Bunch
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and the family's adventures around
California, comes the first cookbook from
Tilly Ramsay, including 60 simple, delicious
recipes and nourishing recipes to make at
home for family and friends - plus tips and
tricks from Tilly's superstar chef dad,
Gordon. Start your day the Tilly way, with a
nourishing Smoothie Bowl, followed by some
Vitamin Packed Power Balls for a late
morning pick-me-up. Cool down midafternoon with a Fro-Yo Cooler, followed by
some Lean Machine Chicken and Super
Light Raspberry Macaroons. Impress all
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your friends with a Green Goodness Picnic
or throw a fun-filled Ramsay-style Feast of
Pulled Pork and Smokey American Beans,
with Surprise Rainbow Cake and Hollywood
Raspberry Fizz for dessert! The book will
encourage Tilly's fans, tweens & teens to
start cooking and have some fun with easyto-follow recipes, that can be enjoyed by all.
Chapters will include: Brunch; Sleep-over
Feasts; Cook Your Own Dinner; Health Kick;
Big Bakes.
Aunt Matilda dresses funny and is slightly
clumsy. Though she knows she is being
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looked at and laughed at, Aunt Matilda
doesn't mind and keep's smiling. Today Aunt
Matilda is in town with her Niece who is 7
years old, and even though Aunt Matilda's
clothes shine brighter than the sun with a
raggedy old hat and she trips on this and
that, Aunt Matilda isn't bothered by the
looks and laughter of others - but her niece
is.... How does the visit to town go with
those laughing and pointing and an
embarrassed niece?... Aunt Matilda is
perhaps a lesson for all of us.
This Module Because I Can with Roald
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Dahl’s Matilda: Lavender is part of a course
of study on themes in Matilda; comprised of
the easy to use following activities: yes/no
questions, true/false questions, short
answer, multiple choice, extended response,
essay writing and personal response etc. In
Roald Dahl’s novel Matilda the character
Lavender is a courageous and Matilda’s
friend. She wants to belong and is looking
for a way to do that. Enjoy this easy to use
workbook, Because I Can with Roald Dahl’s
Matilda: Lavender. When the student is
needing more assistance in any one of the
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following areas please see the relevant
following texts respectively: Milestone Ten,
Using Your Voice Eloquently to Write an
Essay by Sophia Von Sawilski, lulu.com
Milestone 7, Guidance to Strategic Planning
by Sophia Von Sawilski, lulu.com Narrative
Gold Nuggets, Milestone 4 by Sophia Von
Sawilski, lulu.com Milestone Eight, Swiss
Knife Paragraphs by Sophia Von Sawilski,
lulu.com Milestone Nine Visual Literacy by
Sophia Von Sawilski, lulu.com
This Module Because I Can with Roald
Dahl’s Matilda: Pantomime is part of a
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course of study on themes in Matilda;
comprised of the easy to use following
activities: yes/no questions, true/false
questions, short answer, multiple choice,
extended response, essay writing and
personal response etc. In Roald Dahl’s novel
Matilda the ... Enjoy this easy to use
workbook, Because I Can with Roald Dahl’s
Matilda: Pantomime. When the student is
needing more assistance in any one of the
following areas please see the relevant
following texts respectively: Milestone Ten,
Using Your Voice Eloquently to Write an
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Essay by Sophia Von Sawilski, lulu.com
Milestone 7, Guidance to Strategic Planning
by Sophia Von Sawilski, lulu.com Narrative
Gold Nuggets, Milestone 4 by Sophia Von
Sawilski, lulu.com Milestone Eight, Swiss
Knife Paragraphs by Sophia Von Sawilski,
lulu.com Milestone Nine Visual Literacy by
Sophia Von Sawilski, lulu.com Course
Outline Overall, these modules are the
themes in Matilda which deal with the
impact of extremes. Maturity demands we
outgrow immaturity. The human condition
can’t guarantee balance, but a competent
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maturity demands it. Extremes are an
integral part of youth. The norm of our
lifelong youth culture endorses we work
hard and play hard. Win – lose scenarios are
the domain of immaturity which models
itself on frameworks such as archetypes and
pantomime. One of the consequences of
allowing extreme to dominate lifestyle is
insensitive entropy and delusions of
grandeur. Responsible rational adults
engage in proactive partnerships; exercising
resilient maturity by navigating the balance
of win - win situations through dexterous
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thinking and problem solving with an
awareness of enriching the human
condition. The relationship between Miss
Honey and Matilda represents balance.
Modules Because I Can with Roald Dahl’s
Matilda: Daughter Mother Relationship by
Sophia Von Sawilski 2021 Because I Can
with Roald Dahl’s Matilda: Daughter Father
Relationships by Sophia Von Sawilski 2021
Because I Can with Roald Dahl’s Matilda:
Social Awareness by Sophia Von Sawilski
2021 Because I Can with Roald Dahl’s
Matilda: Rules by Sophia Von Sawilski 2021
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Because I Can with Roald Dahl’s Matilda:
Olympian by Sophia Von Sawilski 2021
Because I Can with Roald Dahl’s Matilda:
Marionette by Sophia Von Sawilski 2021
Because I Can with Roald Dahl’s Matilda:
Pantomime by Sophia Von Sawilski 2021
Because I Can with Roald Dahl’s Matilda:
Miss Trunchbull by Sophia Von S
Matilda's Movie Adventures
Matilda in the Middle
The Life of Matilda, Wife of William I
Empress, Queen, Warrior
Matilda of Scotland
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The Adventure's of Dolly the Dollar Bill "Dolly
Meets Matilda," is the first in a series of children's
books written by Leslie-Ann Messina. Dolly is a US
dollar bill who leaves engraving and printing
where all her friends are and departs on a
heartfelt adventure with a young girl named
Matilda. She meets up with new friends but
becomes attached to Matilda. Matilda has to
make a painful decision on whether to give up her
very first dollar bill for a friend. Dolly will either
stay with Matilda or embark on her own new
adventures. Find out in this heartwarming story of
friendship.
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Matilda is a sweet, exceptional young girl, but her
parents think she's just a nuisance. She expects
school to be different but there she has to face
Miss Trunchbull, a kid-hating terror of a
headmistress. When Matilda is attacked by the
Trunchbull s
Matilda Housewright hails from a long line of
venerable and well-respected African American
retainers—her family has been in “service” for
generations, serving Washington, D.C., politicos
and other upper-crust families. The daughter of
the indispensable majordomo Jacob Housewright,
Matilda grew up in the house of a powerful D.C.
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senator and learned how to be a hostess
extraordinaire—and has perfected the art of
service. But after her father dies and she starts a
catering business with her brother, Matilda begins
to question who she is and what, exactly, she’s
serving. Told in the voices of the men in her life,
with connecting interludes from Matilda, the
reader indeed gets The Full Matilda, a glorious
glimpse inside the intriguing life of a captivating
woman in the midst of change as she maneuvers
through a web of secrets, expectations, and wornout social mores.
Matilda the Brave-Be Brave! Follow Matilda in
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some of her famous exploits from a Visit from her
Cousins to her First Year of Travels. Stories and
poems about Matilda's first year of life and future
endeavors. Includes the following from the
Matilda the Brave series: Matilda the Brave
Matilda the Brave-First Years of Travel Matilda the
Brave-A Visit from Her Cousins Matilda the BraveHealthy and Strong Matilda the Brave-Parts of the
Body Plus a new poem: Time Flies!
Because I Can with Roald Dahl's Matilda :
Lavender
Pantomime
Matilda by Roald Dahl (Book Analysis)
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Matilda: Be Outrageous
Because I Can with Roald Dahl's Matilda : Miss
Honey
A complete companion to the feature film Matilda
includes Matilda's survival tips for school and a behindthe-scene look at the star of the movie, Mara Wilson,
how she got the part, and her reaction to working with
the other stars.
The story of a young girl who is extraordinary in every
way, but who has the misfortune of being born into a
family that doesn't understand that kids can be powerful
too.
Family secrets. Forbidden love. And the true price of
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wealth. The story begins with a dinner party invitation…
When young journalist Thomas Cleary is sent to dig up
quotes for the obituary of a legendary film producer, the
man's eccentric daughter offers him access to the
exclusive upper echelons of Hollywood society. As
Thomas enters a world of private jets and sprawling
mansions, his life and career take off beyond his wildest
dreams. Then he meets Matilda Duplaine. Beautiful and
mysterious, Matilda has spent her entire life within the
walls of her powerful father's Bel-Air estate. Thomas is
entranced, and the two begin a secret love affair. But the
more he learns about the mysterious woman's identity,
the more he realizes that privilege always comes with a
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price.
Aunt Matilda's nephew nods off at her snooty charity ball,
only to miss some very messy fun involving a run-amok
dog and some custard pies. By the illustrator of A Child's
Guide to Common Household Monsters.
Big Ideas from a Small Girl
Matilda - The Musical
The Full Matilda
Detailed Summary, Analysis and Reading Guide
Matilda/ Matilda
A life of Matilda--empress, skilled military
leader, and one of the greatest figures of
the English Middle Ages Matilda was a
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daughter, wife, and mother. But she was also
empress, heir to the English crown--the first
woman ever to hold the position--and an able
military general. This new biography explores
Matilda's achievements as military and
political leader, and sets her life and
career in full context. Catherine Hanley
provides fresh insight into Matilda's
campaign to claim the title of queen, her
approach to allied kingdoms and rival rulers,
and her role in the succession crisis. Hanley
highlights how Matilda fought for the throne,
and argues that although she never sat on it
herself her reward was to see her son become
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king. Extraordinarily, her line has continued
through every single monarch of England or
Britain from that time to the present day.
Clever, whimsical illustrations accompany
this charming tale of a little girl named
Matilda with a big imagination. She's a
beautiful princess, an angry witch, a free
butterfly, a jungle dweller, and a clown all
in one! Beginning readers will love this
story and identify with Matilda's makebelieve worlds, and adults will enjoy reading
alone. Ideal for children ages 3-8.
Matilda is the world's most famous bookworm,
no thanks to her ghastly parents. Her father
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thinks she's a little scab. Her mother spends
all afternoon playing bingo. And her
headmistress, Miss Trunchbull?She's the worst
of all.She's a big bully, who thinks all her
pupils are rotten and locks them in the
dreaded Chokey.Despite these beastly grownups
trying to push her down, Matilda is an
extraordinary girl with a magical mind.And
she's had enough.So all the terrible adults
had better watch out, because she's going to
teach them a lesson they'll never forget!This
translation into Scots is a timely addition
to the growing number of high quality books
available to children and young people to
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read in the wonderfully rich and expressive
Scots language.
Matilda applies her untapped mental powers to
rid the school of the evil, child-hating
headmistress, Miss Trunchbull, and restore
her nice teacher, Miss Honey, to financial
security.
Matilda's Last Waltz
Matilda, Governess of the English
first
The Gilded Life of Matilda Duplaine
Matilda
What did the reviewer think of the books Matilda and Charlie
and the Chocolate Factory, both written by Roald Dahl? What
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did the reviewer have to say about each book's movie
adaptation? Will you then read the book and/or watch the
movie? If so, will you agree or disagree with the reviewer's
judgment? Read these reviews to find out.
Family secrets. Forbidden love. And the true price of wealth.
The story begins with a dinner party invitation... When young
journalist Thomas Cleary is sent to dig up quotes for the
obituary of a legendary film producer, the man's eccentric
daughter offers him access to the exclusive upper echelons
of Hollywood society. As Thomas enters a world of private
jets and sprawling mansions, his life and career take off
beyond his wildest dreams. Then he meets Matilda Duplaine.
Beautiful and mysterious, Matilda has spent her entire life
within the walls of her powerful father's Bel-Air estate.
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Thomas is entranced, and the two begin a secret love affair.
But the more he learns about the mysterious woman's
identity, the more he realizes that privilege always comes with
a price.
Unlock the more straightforward side of Matilda with this
concise and insightful summary and analysis! This engaging
summary presents an analysis of Matilda by Roald Dahl, the
story of a young girl with a passion for reading, something
which her parents simply cannot understand. She discovers
that she has incredible powers and decides to use them to
save her favourite teacher, and the whole school, from their
terrifying head teacher, Miss Trunchbull. It has been
considered one of the best children's novels of all times, and
its popularity has led to it being turned into a hugely
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successful feature film starring Danny DeVito, as well as a
Broadway musical. Find out everything you need to know
about Matilda in a fraction of the time! This in-depth and
informative reading guide brings you: • A complete plot
summary • Character studies • Key themes and symbols •
Questions for further reflection Why choose
BrightSummaries.com? Available in print and digital format,
our publications are designed to accompany you in your
reading journey. The clear and concise style makes for easy
understanding, providing the perfect opportunity to improve
your literary knowledge in no time. See the very best of
literature in a whole new light with BrightSummaries.com!
This is a fast-paced and colorful exploration of the life of
Matilda of Canossa (c. 1046–1115), the woman who loved a
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pope and was loved by him, successfully defied the Holy
Roman Emperor, and changed the map of Europe. A new
kind of history, this biography also carries the flavor of
present-day Italy. Matilda of Canossa, the “Great Countess,”
was a remarkable woman. Her personal power was so
extraordinary that even centuries after her death she became
the first woman to be interred in St. Peter's Basilica. She is
best remembered for her role in the conflict between the
papacy and the Holy Roman emperor, the climax of which
took place at her castle of Canossa. This unique biography is
also a journal of the author's travels through contemporary
Tuscany as she explores the palaces where Matilda held
court, the blood-stained plains on which her soldiers battled,
the churches and cathedrals she endowed, and the fortified
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aeries where she sought refuge. Readers will be swept along
on this engrossing journey retracing the steps of a
courageous and brilliant woman.
Nurse Matilda
My Ideal Bookshelf
The Life and Extraordinary Times of Matilda of Canossa
Tilly’s Kitchen Takeover:
Matilda Bone
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Around the year 1049,
William, Duke of Normandy and future conqueror of
England, raced to the palace of Baldwin V, Count of
Flanders. The count’s eldest daughter, Matilda, had
refused William’s offer of marriage and publicly
denounced him as a bastard. Encountering the young
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woman, William furiously dragged her to the ground
by her hair and beat her mercilessly. Matilda’s
outraged father immediately took up arms on his
daughter’s behalf. But just a few days later, Baldwin
was aghast when Matilda, still recovering from the
assault, announced that she would marry none but
William, since “he must be a man of great courage
and high daring” to have ventured to “come and
beat me in my own father’s palace.” Thus began the
tempestuous marriage of Matilda of Flanders and
William the Conqueror. While William’s exploits and
triumphs have been widely chronicled, his consort
remains largely overlooked. Now, in her
groundbreaking Queen of the Conqueror, acclaimed
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author and historian Tracy Borman weaves together
a comprehensive and illuminating tapestry of this
noble woman who stood only four-foot-two and
whose role as the first crowned Queen of England
had a large and lasting influence on the English
monarchy. From a wealth of historical artifacts and
documents, Matilda emerges as passionate,
steadfast, and wise, yet also utterly ruthless and
tenacious in pursuit of her goals, and the only person
capable of taming her formidable husband—who,
unprecedented for the period, remained staunchly
faithful to her. This mother of nine, including four
sons who went on to inherit William’s French and
English dominions, confounded the traditional views
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of women in medieval society by seizing the reins of
power whenever she had the chance, directing her
husband’s policy, and at times flagrantly disobeying
his orders. Tracy Borman lays out Matilda’s
remarkable story against one of the most fascinating
and transformative periods in European history.
Stirring, richly detailed, and wholly involving, Queen
of the Conqueror reveals not just an extraordinary
figure but an iconic woman who shaped generations,
and an era that cast the essential framework for the
world we know today. Praise for Queen of the
Conqueror “[Tracy Borman] brings to life Queen
Matilda’s enormous accomplishments in
consolidating early Norman rule. Alongside her
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warrior husband, William I, Matilda brought
legitimacy, a deeper degree of education, diplomatic
savvy and artistic and religious flowering to the
shared Norman-English throne. Borman . . . the chief
executive of Britain’s Heritage Education Trust,
fleshes out the personality of this fascinating
woman, who set the steely precedent for subsequent
English female sovereigns by displaying great
longevity and stamina in a rough, paternalistic time.
. . . A richly layered treatment of the stormy reign
that yielded the incomparable Bayeux Tapestry and
the Domesday Book.”—Kirkus Reviews “Tracy
Borman tells this story with a steady eye and a
steady hand, tracing what can be known of Matilda’s
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part in the events that were to change the course of
English history.”—Helen Castor, Literary Review
One of Roald Dahl's most loved stories, now available
in a newly designed scented package which smells
like chocolate! From the bestselling author of Charlie
and the Chocolate Factory and The BFG comes the
story of a girl with extraordinary abilities. Matilda is
a sweet, exceptional young girl, but her parents
think she's just a nuisance. She expects school to be
different, but there she has to face Miss Trunchbull,
a kid-hating terror of a headmistress. When Matilda
is attacked by the Trunchbull, she suddenly discovers
she has a remarkable power with which to fight back.
It'll take a superhuman genius to give Miss
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Trunchbull what she deserves, and Matilda may be
just the one to do it! "Matilda will surely go straight
to children's hearts." --The New York Times Book
Review
Now reissued--Dahl's tale of a sweet five-year-old
little girl with extraordinary mental powers that she
uses to teach her school's evil head mistress a lesson
she'll never forget.
Musicals/Movies/Kids Piano Solos
Tuscan Countess
A Study in the Art of the Age of Gregory VII
Matilda the Brave-Be Brave
Rex and Matilda
Because I Can with Roald Dahl's Matilda : Pantomime
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A sweet, timeless picture book about an adorable
little ballerina bunny who feels overlooked until the
day of her big ballet recital. Includes Read
Aloud/Read to Me functionality where available.
Book Description: Meet Matilda the bunny! She lives
with her mother, her father, and...her many many
brothers and sisters. Sometimes Matilda finds
herself lost in the middle. But when her mother signs
her up for bunny ballet, Matilda feels she has finally
found a place to shine--if she can get her family to
notice, that is.
MatildaPuffin
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Harlequin Comics
Aunt Matilda and Me Go into Town
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